CHESTNUT HILL, HERE WE COME...

Hollywood-minded BC undergrads serve up a fix for O.C. fans.

At last, we loyal and obviously sophisticated viewers of The O.C. have something to sate us during the cruel, barren stretches between Thursday nights. This month a group from Boston College debuts its second installment of The B.C., an inspired homage to the soapy Fox series that transplants the angst of Orange County to Chestnut Hill. Instead of Chino, tough new kid Woody Atryan is from BU. Melissa (the alter ego for Marissa), we’re about to learn, has a nasty plagiarism habit (rather than a drinking one), and in place of the ubiquitous tans, we see plenty of upturned polo shirt collars. The premise is every bit as ridiculous as the original’s, and nearly as delectable. The best part is you can resavor the fun—a third episode is due later this fall—anytime you want at the-bc.com. —James Burnett